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Abstra t
The re ent explosive growth of the Internet and the fa t that personal
multimedia

apabilities are now a

omputers with

ommonpla e have raised the interest in distributed

multimedia systems. Among all multimedia appli ations, the ones that relate to intera tive
musi

are the ones whi h present the tightest timing

onstraints.

Traditional operating

systems and networking infrastru ture do not provide enough support for the quality of
servi e these appli ations require.
This paper des ribes a number of problems

on erning distributed musi al appli ations

on the Internet and dis usses possible solutions for ea h of them.
variety of situations in whi h Internet Musi

systems

We, then,

onsider a

ould be used and suggest that the

Internet is a viable environment for musi al a tivities even when using existing te hnologies.
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Introdu tion

In 1995, our resear h group at the University of Illinois developed Vosai , an extension to the
Mosai Web Browser that is apable of streaming ompressed video and audio in real time over
the Internet using adaptive algorithms [Chen et al., 1996, Tan et al., 1996℄. This pioneering
work demonstrated that it was possible to send omplex multimedia data over the Internet in
real-time. However, it also showed that the omplete unpredi tability of the Internet behavior
would pose very signi ant obsta les to the development of intera tive distributed appli ations.
At the present moment, the Internet is hara terized by large delays on message transmission
and by large variations in these delays. These hara teristi s are known as laten y and jitter,
respe tively.
The diÆ ulties in dealing with multimedia data on the Internet are intensi ed when this
data represents musi . This happens be ause musi presents mu h harder bandwidth and timing
onstraints than other kinds of appli ations. Currently, Internet Musi is almost ompletely
limited to one-way streaming of digitized audio with very little intera tion. This paper dis usses
the viability of using the Internet for distributed musi al appli ations addressing both artisti
and te hni al on erns.
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1.1

Musi al Challenges

Musi is a temporal art and ea h ulture or ea h period in its history has managed to
develop appropriate pro edures to deal with timing matters in musi . These pro edures were
determined by ontextual onstraints su h as the development of musi al instruments, the spa e
where musi was presented, the ability of performers in ontrolling the sound produ tion with
their instruments, and by the development of musi al language itself.
For example, during Middle Ages, the a ousti resonan e of large athedrals where the Gregorian hant usually took pla e imposed some tempo onstraints: a monophoni hain of long
notes was ne essary to guarantee the omprehension of the text that was sung. This situation was ompletely di erent during the Baroque and Classi al periods when a more favorable
a ousti , the te hnologi al development of musi al instruments, and a sophisti ated system of
notations allowed a very re ned manipulation of sound in relation to time.
In the urrent de ade, the Internet is be oming a new spa e for the realization of musi and,
for this reason, it is ne essary to develop new tools and pro edures to handle the pe uliarities
of the Internet medium. These developments will only be possible with work by resear hers in
the musi and omputer s ien e ommunities.
1.2

Te hnologi al Challenges

Multimedia data is not only voluminous but also highly dependent on timing onstraints.
When a server sends a 256kbps CD-quality audio stream through an overseas onne tion, it is
essential that the network be apable of sustaining an average data rate of at least 256kbps.
But this is far from being enough. If the audio is being played in real-time in the lient side,
it is also important that the network jitter be small. In other words, the data must arrive at
that rate all the time; it annot stop for a fra tion of a se ond and resume later.
The e e ts of network jitter an be minimized by bu ering the data in the lient side and
delaying the start of the playba k for some se onds. This is the te hnique adopted by all
existing audio streaming software. Although it works well for some kinds of appli ations, it is
intolerable for a large number of appli ations whi h requires a higher degree of intera tivity.
Musi performan e is an extreme ase of sensitivity to timing onstraints during intera tion.
In appli ations su h as video onferen e and ollaborative work, a delay of up to one or two
se onds is tolerable. However, in musi , if two performers are playing together, a delay in the
order of hundredths of a se ond is noti eable. In some ases, a delay of a tenth of a se ond
might be fatal.
We have performed an informal experiment in the Laboratorio de Linguagens Sonoras at
PUC/SP using a MAX pat h to delay the sound produ ed by one of the musi ians playing a
duet. We noti ed that, after some pra ti e, the musi ians were able to ompensate for delays
of up to 70 or 80ms and still play together. Larger delays started to be intolerable.
The urrent Internet and Operating System infrastru tures are not suitable for distributed
musi appli ations. However, a number of well-known omputer s ien e te hniques developed
in this de ade an be used for making the dream of Internet Musi ome true. We believe
that this dream not only an ome true but that it will be true in the rst de ade of the next
millennium.
Se tion 2 presents two examples of urrent work in Internet Musi . Se tion 3 des ribes
the te hnologi al problems that Internet Musi fa es and dis usses possible solutions. Se tion 4 presents a variety of musi al appli ations on the Internet. We present our on lusions in
se tion 5.
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Related Work

During the last de ade, very little resear h has been arried out in the eld of Internet
Musi . However, the re ent explosion in the growth of the Internet and the fa t that inexpensive
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personal omputers are now apable of o ering high-quality multimedia make this s enario likely
to hange.
NetSound [Casey and Smaragdis, 1996℄ is a sound and musi des ription system that is
apable of streaming Csound [Ver oe, 1997℄ spe i ations in real-time. The main advantage of
this approa h is an enormous e onomy in network bandwidth. Instead of sending a digitized
audio wave through the network, NetSound sends a mathemati al des ription of the sound wave
whi h is then generated at the target ma hine. Therefore, instead of requiring bandwidth in the
order of kbps or Mbps, it transmits data at rates in the order of hundreds of bits per se ond.
The powerful Csound engine is used to synthesize high-quality audio in real-time at the target
ma hine.
Although this approa h solves the bandwidth problem, it does not address laten y and jitter
issues (see se tion 3.3). A tually, it might in rease these problems sin e intensive omputation
is performed in the target ma hine.
The Global Visual-Musi Proje t [Pu kette et al., 1998℄ is developing an infrastru ture for
real-time, networked multimedia for multi-site, improvisatory performan e. This group has
developed PD, a programming language for real-time audio and graphi s appli ations. By
using this language and a set of extensions alled GEM [Danks, 1997℄, the group has omposed
Lemma 1 for per ussion and trombone. It was performed on September 1997 in a Jazz lub
during the International Computer Musi Conferen e. This performan e was the rst phase of
a series alled Global Visual-Musi Jam Session.
The se ond phase in ludes Lemma Two in whi h performers in two di erent lo ations will
intera t through networked digital equipment. Its rst performan e is s heduled for Fall 1998.
In order minimize quality of servi e problems with laten y and throughput, the ommuniation is done through dedi ated ISDN onne tions. This approa h makes its ost prohibitive
for everyday use and for the vast majority of musi ians and omputer musi resear hers. A
more generi solution is required.
These two resear h e orts bring important ontributions to the future of Internet Musi but
there are still a large number of problems that must be addressed by future systems. We now
des ribe ea h of these problems.
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Te hnologi al Infrastru ture

Most multimedia appli ations have in ommon the fa t that they require real-time manipulation of large quantities of data. In the ase of distributed multimedia, this data must be
pro essed in, at least, two di erent ma hines and transmitted over a network.
Users dealing with appli ations su h as video-on-demand and multimedia presentation systems an tolerate delays in the order of some se onds. There is no problem on waiting ve
se onds to wat h a two-hour movie. When it omes to audio or video onferen ing tools, a delay
of up to one se ond an be a eptable. If the delay is higher than that, the onversation will
not ow smoothly.
Distributed multimedia system developers have experien ed that existing operating system
and networking infrastru tures are not tailored to support the real-time guarantees that these
appli ations require. The proto ols on whi h the Internet is based were designed for ex hanging
textual information and for transferring les. They are not optimized for large amounts of data,
for meeting deadlines, and for dealing with heterogeneous environments.
As mentioned before, Internet Musi appli ations are the multimedia appli ations that are
most sensitive to timing onstraints. In this se tion, we dis uss how multimedia resear h has
been trying to solve these te hnologi al problems and how their approa hes an be applied to
the hallenge of making Internet Musi a reality.
3.1

Data Compression

The rst problem one fa es when dealing with professional-quality musi in a digital environment is the fa t that audio data is voluminous. Thus, one an expe t the need for large
3

storage areas, high-bandwidth onne tions, and high pro essing power. Lu kily, this is not only
a problem for musi . In general, video appli ations require mu h more resour es than audio.
CD-quality audio requires two 16-bit tra ks ontaining 44.1 thousand samples per se ond,
whi h is equivalent to a data rate of 1411.2kbps. Re ent resear h suggests that a higher sample
rate and a larger sample size ould still improve the human-per eptible sound quality. But this
data rate already leads to a storage requirement of approximately 635Mbytes per hour.
This problem an be solved by applying data ompression te hniques. However, traditional
ompression me hanisms su h as the Lempel-Ziv algorithm { implemented by programs like
gzip { generally does not a hieve a good ompression rate when applied to audio data.
Audio-spe i ompression algorithms have been developed as a means to utilize the knowledge about the hara teristi s of the audio data in order to a hieve a better ompression ratio.
The GSM algorithm [Vary and et al, 1988℄, for example, is used in audio onferen ing and telephony appli ations and produ es a data rate of 11.3kbps. But its quality is far from being
enough for professional musi al appli ations.
The MPEG layer 3 standard [MPEG.ORG, 1998℄ uses a psy hoa ousti model to apture
the information that is more relevant to the human ear and ignores what annot be per eived
[Sporer et al., 1992℄. By applying lter banks, quantizations, entropy ompression, and by
exploiting redundan y of both hannels, MPEG is apable of en oding high-quality audio at
data rates ranging from 8kbps to 128kbps1 . Near-CD quality an be a hieved at 128kbps,
resulting in a ompression ratio of more than ten times.
The main problems that ompression of high-resolution audio brings are the requirement
for extra omputational power and the delay that it imposes. Theoreti ally, MPEG layer 3
adds a delay of, at least, 59ms. The a tual values, however, tend to be mu h higher than that
depending on the implementation. Typi ally, existing hardware implementations add a delay
of 150ms. Real-time en oding in software is not yet possible.
3.2

Alternative Data Representations

As we saw, data ompression adds a signi ant delay and is not always possible in software.
Besides, high-quality ompressed audio still yields large amounts of data and data rates in the
order of 128kbps. These problems an be avoided by using alternative data representations
rather than dealing with the digitized wave form.
The most ommonly known alternative representation is the MIDI format that stores information about musi al notes rather than sound waves [Loy, 1985℄. The MIDI standard produ es
very low data rates typi ally in the order of 0.1 to 5kbps. The odi ed notes are re eived by the
MIDI player whi h produ es the output sound wave. This an be done either by manipulating
wave tables or by synthesizing the wave forms from mathemati al models. This pro ess an be
done both in software and using spe ial hardware su h as sound ards or other sound devi es.
MIDI presents a series of limitations [Moore, 1987, Pu kette, 1994℄ in luding the fa t that
the data stream does not ontain a des ription of the wave form but, simply, pit h, intensity, and
the \instrument" that plays ea h note. Ea h MIDI player is free to give its own interpretation
of how the instrument will sound.
A better solution would be to extend the representation to in lude detailed information
about the instrument's timbre. This approa h is taken by the MOD format, rst used in Amiga
omputers, whi h in ludes samples of the instruments' wave forms. However, MOD does not
provide me hanisms for ne grain manipulation of the wave forms on e they are transmitted.
Total ontrol of the sound wave is a hieved in NetSound (see se tion 2) whi h transmits Csound
spe i ations that are synthesized in real-time in the target ma hine.
We an learly noti e a signi ant trade-o in all these approa hes. The higher is the ontrol
over timbre and wave form, the higher is the omputation power requirement and pro essing
delays. MIDI requires very little resour es, in urs very little delays but does not provide ontrol
over the wave form. NetSound requires high-performan e CPUs, imposes higher delays but
enables the tightest ontrol.
1 The

higher the data rate is, the higher is the sound quality.
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3.3

Networking Support

Resear h in networking support for real-time appli ations has been trying to solve three
major problems: bandwidth, laten y, and jitter. The bandwidth problem is the one that
has re eived most attention from the industry and government. The bandwidth of existing wide-area networks has been in reasing very rapidly in the last few years. A ording
to Ri hard Palmer, a marketing dire tor at Cis o Systems, In ., new gigabit swit h routers
will s ale from 622Mbps to 2.4Gbps in 1998 and to 9.6Gbps in 1999. Internet2 will onne t more than one hundred resear h universities in the United States at 2.4Gbps by the year
2000 [University Corporation for Advan ed Internet Development, 1998℄. The same trend an
be observed in other ountries and in non-a ademi Internet systems.
These high-speed onne tions will enable the transmission of high-quality audio in real-time
to a large number of sites. However, it does not solve the problems of laten y and jitter.
In Internet Musi , laten y an be de ned as the time between a musi al event happens on
one side of the Internet onne tion and the time in whi h it is reprodu ed on the other side.
Jitter is the varian e in the laten y. Consider, for example, a MIDI keyboard that sends its
output to a remote site over an Internet onne tion. On the other side of this onne tion, a
synthesizer produ es the sound orresponding to the notes sent through the onne tion. Assume
a musi ian plays a C in the keyboard every se ond. The time elapsed from the instant in whi h
the musi ian presses the C key and the instant in whi h the C is played on the other side
is the laten y l. But, l is not always the same. Depending upon the network and operating
system state, hardware, and software, l an vary a lot from one note to the following one. This
varian e, whi h produ es disastrous e e ts in musi al appli ations, is alled jitter.
Laten y an be minimized and jitter an be almost ompletely eliminated by deploying new
networking proto ols and hardware. Commonly used Ethernet onne tions and the Internet
Proto ol does not provide any kind of guarantee regarding the transmission of data pa kets.
One annot know, a priori, what the available bandwidth is and the laten y an vary from a
few mi rose onds to several se onds.
ATM and FDDI networks [Steinmetz and Nahrstedt, 1995℄, on the other hand, provide the
basis for resour e reservation and admission ontrol. On these networks it is possible to reserve
a ertain fra tion of the network time to spe i data streams. Therefore, the network provides
the user some guarantees regarding bandwidth, laten y, and jitter.
A new and mu h more powerful version of the Internet Proto ol, alled IPv6, provides the
underlying support for implementing systems apable of streaming real-time data guaranteeing
that bandwidth, laten y, and jitter requirements are met [Deering and Hinden, 1997℄. A large
number of operating system vendors and resear h groups are urrently implementing IPv6 on
their systems. It promises to be the next standard for wide-area inter-networking.
On e IPv6 is ombined with fast, real-time- apable networks su h as ATM, it will be possible
to rely on the network to deliver multimedia pa kets with a very low laten y and jitter. We
believe that in the rst de ade of the new millennium, personal omputers will be able to
onne t distant musi al spa es { within a ountry { with imper eptible laten y and jitter. In
fa t, network quality of servi e is a key omponent of the resear h supported by the Next
Generation Internet and Internet2 initiatives.
It is important to point out that our planet is large enough so that the network delay between
ertain points in its surfa e will always be per eptible. The distan e between S~ao Paulo and
Tokyo { when traveling on the Earth surfa e { is 18,530km. Thus, traveling at the speed of
light, a data pa ket will take no less than 61ms to go from one site to the other. This value
is very lose to the human per eption limit but urrent te hnology is very far from providing
data transport with this kind of minimal delay. Therefore, it is likely that musi ians playing
together in these two lo ations will always per eive some delay between them.
3.4

Operating System Support

Existing ommer ial operating systems su h as MS-Windows implement te hnology developed 25 years ago and, therefore, are suitable for meeting the requirements of appli ations used
5

a quarter of a entury ago. Multimedia and real-time appli ations have ompletely di erent
requirements that have been addressed by re ent resear h [Steinmetz and Nahrstedt, 1995℄.
Traditional operating systems manage hardware resour es su h as CPU, disk, memory, and
network using best-e ort strategies. They usually a ept any number of tasks without paying
attention to the quality of servi e that will be o ered to their users. If one starts two video
sessions and the ompilation of a large program, the system will divide the CPU among all
these tasks without taking into onsideration the appli ation-spe i requirements. The video
quality will probably be degraded even if there were enough resour es for properly exe uting
all tasks.
Real-time operating systems use spe ial algorithms to support appli ations whi h must
meet spe i deadlines and re eive a guaranteed portion of the ma hine resour es. A video-ondemand appli ation, for example, must be able to re eive a ertain amount of bytes per se ond
from the network, re eive a ertain portion of the CPU time to de ode the data stream and be
able to send data out to be displayed on the s reen and played on the speaker.
Experimental systems su h as Nemesis [Leslie et al., 1996℄ ontrols the admission of new
tasks and provide support for resour e allo ation and real-time s heduling based on appli ation
requirements. With these fa ilities, a system an o er guarantees that the multimedia streams
will be pro essed with the required quality of servi e. Thus, the development of Internet Musi
appli ations are greatly fa ilitated on su h environments.

4

Internet Musi Appli ations

There are endless possibilities for applying Internet te hnology to musi . In this se tion, we
dis uss some s enarios in whi h the topi s dis ussed previously an be deployed.
4.1

Con ert Broad asts

At the University of Illinois, we have been developing a s alable distribution framework
for real-time multimedia streaming [Kon et al., 1998℄. Using this framework, we were able to
build large distribution networks that ould potentially serve 3,000 simultaneous lients with
low-bandwidth video and audio.
Our te hnology was hosen to broad ast, live over the Internet, the overage of the NASA
JPL Mars Path nder mission [Golombek et al., 1997℄. A network of more than 30 Re e tors
spread a ross ve ontinents was able to deliver live video and audio from the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory to more than one million lients in dozens of di erent ountries.
This distribution framework is also apable of supporting the broad ast of CD-quality audio
of a live on ert or a MIDI-like stream. The only limitation is the available network bandwidth
on the lient Internet onne tions and on the Re e tor sites.
Sin e this system urrently runs on top of traditional operating systems and use the existing
networking infrastru ture, there are no guarantees in terms of bandwidth, delays, and jitter. We
minimize this problem by bu ering some data in the lient before displaying it. This introdu es
additional delays that range from some tenths of a se ond to a ouple of se onds.
Therefore, we have demonstrated that with existing te hnology it is possible to use the
Internet for large-s ale multimedia broad asts and even for video onferen ing.
These delays are still too big for intera tive musi performan es. But, sin e they are a eptable for video onferen ing appli ations, it would also be a eptable for master lasses,
workshops, and other forms of distant musi learning.
4.2

Distributed Rehearsals and Con erts

On e the next generation of internet proto ols are deployed and gigabit networks supporting
quality of servi e are ommon, it will be possible to arry out distributed musi performan es.
This will rst be possible using dedi ated links and, later, on the publi Internet.
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As happens with video onferen ing tools, ea h room parti ipating in a distributed musi
session will be equipped with a onferen ing system. This system will be responsible for (1)
apturing the musi al data generated on that room and sending it to the other parti ipants,
listeners, or to a Re e tor, and (2) re eiving musi al data from remote sites and playing it
lo ally.
Su h a system will enable both distributed rehearsals and on erts. A onventional group,
like a string quartet, would be able to \meet" several times a week to rehearse even if the group
members live in di erent ountries. The omputer system will guarantee that the networking
laten y will not produ e human-per eptible delays. High-quality audio and large-s reen video
will provide musi ians with a rehearsing environment similar to the traditional one. If required,
a limited number of \traditional rehearsals" ould take pla e in the days pre eding the on ert.
However, even the on ert ould take the form of a distributed event with groups of musi ians and audien e, all in di erent lo ations. In that way, it will be ome mu h easier for
musi ians from di erent pla es to intera t with ea h other and ex hange musi al experien es
and knowledge.
4.3

Remote Super omputing Resour es

Super omputing brings us the opportunity of experimenting with tomorrow's omputing
resour es. A super omputer today has the omputational power of personal omputers of ve
to ten years in the future. Musi al appli ations of super omputing in lude real-time synthesis
[Kriese and Tipei, 1992℄, and omputationally intensive algorithmi omposition tools su h as
MaxAnnealing [Iazzetta and Kon, 1995℄.
Super omputers are, by de nition, s ar e resour es to whi h very few people have a ess.
They are usually shared by a large number of resear hers and they have very little mobility.
Therefore, it is very unlikely that a super omputer ould be taken to a on ert hall in order to
perform musi in real-time.
However, proper network support would enable the real-time onne tion of a super omputer
to other omputers in a on ert hall. Musi ians ould intera t with lo al devi es that would
forward information to remote lo ations where the super omputing power is available. Upon
ompletion of the omputation (e.g., sound synthesis, or algorithmi omposition of parts of a
pie e) the result would return to the on ert lo ation and lo al systems would turn the data
into musi .
4.4

Composition of Internet Musi

While nal solutions for the te hnologi al problems are not found, we an think of a number
of issues that ontemporary omposers should keep in mind when omposing musi for the
Internet.
As stated in se tion 1.1, the design of intera tive musi systems on the Internet must take
into a ount the pe uliarities of the spe i types of musi they are intended for. What may be
seen as extremely relevant in a parti ular ontext may not be pertinent to a di erent musi al
situation. There are at least three timing fa tors that will guide the design of an Internet musi
system.
1. the existen e of a regular pulse: pie es based on regular timing stru tures (pulse, beats,
bars) are mu h more sensitive to delays and jitters. Certain kinds of improvisational
performan es would be less a e ted by these onstraints;
2. tempo: the toleran e on timing deviations is inversely proportional to how fast a pie e is
played and to the rate at whi h the events o ur. Thus, a 100ms delay an be irrelevant
for a slow pie e but very disturbing for a very fast one.
3. ompositional style: in a free improvisation { as the ones found in some of George Lewis
and John Cage's pie es, for example { the performer an build musi al stru tures as he
7

re eives the sound data from the Internet. On the other hand, in pre- omposed musi , musi ians on both sides of an Internet onne tion must be listening to the same information
at the same time, or with a very short delay.
It is known that a trained musi ian is able to ompensate for small timing deviations, as in
the ase of a timpanist who plays slightly ahead of the string session in a symphoni or hestra to
ompensate the distan e the sound must travel from the ba k of the stage to the audien e. But
the delay must be very small and onstant. Sin e there will always be a delay in the transmission
of information over the Internet the issue that must be addressed here is the following. For a
spe i kind of musi , how small the delay must be to provide a satisfa tory level of intera tion
between di erent players.
By keeping in mind the spe i hara teristi s of this medium, an Internet Musi Composer
an ompensate for the urrent te hnologi al limitations. At the urrent stage of the Internet
development, having a good knowledge about existing te hni al limitations is fundamental for
the omposition of Internet Musi . As te hnology advan es and the problems des ribed in this
paper are addressed and solved, it will be ome in reasingly easier for omposers to utilize this
new medium.

5

Con lusions

Within the omputer musi ommunity there is an in reasing interest in the Internet in
general and in Internet Musi in parti ular. In spite of that, very few resear h groups and omposers are working with distributed omputational systems for musi performan e, omposition,
or edu ation.
We have demonstrated that, although the existing omputational infrastru ture still presents
signi ant problems, they all an be solved. Re ent resear h in the areas of real-time systems,
quality of servi e for multimedia, networking, and distribution me hanisms assure that a sound
set of me hanisms an be ombined to produ e an ideal environment for distributed musi
appli ations on the Internet.
Composers an expe t to have a ess to these environments in the rst de ade of the next
millennium. But, one must not wait for them passively as there are important aestheti questions regarding the use of the Internet for musi pra ti e. These questions are to be posed by
the artisti ommunity and answered by resear h in art, s ien e, and te hnology.
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